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Abstract: This paper reports on the performance of a sub-THz liquid sensor tool coupled to a microfluidic 

platform. Non-invasive, non-destructive and on-line measurements are demonstrated for the determination of 

ethanol concentration controlling by micromixer device. We have developed a label-free chemical sensing 

methodology coupling a sub-terahertz sensor technology in microfluidic devices fabricated on glass and 

polydimethylsiloxane. We demonstrated on-line sensing and control of ethanol concentration on demand. The 

THz-microfluidic sensing strategy represents a versatile tool for fast and easy integration in microfluidic devices, 

for concentration detection and linear control of binary mixtures concentration in a contactless mode using in-

flow regime environment in micro channel. 
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Introduction: Techniques used to characterize liquid composition is of fundamental importance for Chemistry 

and Life Sciences [1]. The scientific community has increased the interest for studies about interactions of liquid-

liquid in reactive mixtures, learning more on reaction dynamic and non-linearity aspects involving them [2][3], in 

particular in binary mixtures of water-alcohol. The frequency from 1010 to 1013 Hz range allows sensors for such 

interrogation in a label-free manner through electromagnetic measurements of small permittivity changes, as 

demonstrated for variety applications [4]. THz-based sensing schemes is usually associated with low-energy events 

such as inter- and intramolecular hydrogen bonding. Those mechanisms make THz sensing and spectroscopy an 

ideal non-invasive, contactless detection and characterization tool for a broad range of substances, including 

pharmaceutical applications [5], drugs [8], explosives [5] and biomolecules [1]. The Microfluidics technology 

allows the manipulation of very small volumes of fluids inside microchannels. It takes advantages in using much 

less reagents [7], using low-cost materials and fabrication, miniaturized, portable and reusable devices, faster 

temperature change [8], ease in applying higher electric fields, occupied area of few square centimeters, reactions 

in system in flow, potentially to follow reaction interaction running in real time. It is possible to perform high 

throughput chemical reactions, such as mixing, separation, heating and detection [9]. We developed a flexible 

platform for performing microfluidic experiments with an embedded spectroscopic sensor, with a view to enabling 

contactless investigation and non-invasive on-line characterization of chemical mixing processes. We 

demonstrated such capabilities through various measurements in a microfluidic environment operating in laminar 

flow, with Reynolds number smaller than 13.54. Small Reynolds number reduces a predominance generates by 

inertial forces over viscous forces, while big Peclet number increases the advection mechanism [10]. These results 

mean that, if the device and fluids are designed properly, perfectly with same dimensions and symmetry, then it 

allows controlling the distribution of the species by input of the mass flow rate. Because of this, carefully 

determined devices requirements are very important and can affect directly the results. In this work, particularly 

we used a capillary tube integrated into a low-loss waveguide cavity and attached to the outlet of a microfluidic 

device. The measurements with THz sensor were performed to detect water/alcohol mixtures concentration. This 

type of coupling takes advantage of a non-invasive, non-destructive, on-line detection, good sensitivity for small 

detection window, height dimension of hundreds of micrometers, using small liquid volume of 1.40 µl inside of 

the microchip. 

Experimental: The microfluidic devices used in this work were fabricated using conventional microfabrication 

techniques, such, wet etching, conventional and soft lithography, sealing by PDMS and plasma oxygen treatment. 
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Conclusion: We have presented a method for convenient on-line determination of ethanol concentration, using 

THz sensor coupled in microfluidic platform, for linear generation and control of binary mixtures concentration. 

The mixing reaction was predominantly controlled by advection with Re smaller than 13.54 and Pe bigger than 

25700. As demonstrated in a concept-proof for water-alcohol mixtures, we detected equivalent concentrations 

between 9.35% and 70.80%. Results showed a good accordance between concentration generation and control of 

mixtures with small variation of 0.32% between alcohol concentrations required on demand and those measured 

on-line. The THz-microfluidic sensing strategy represents concentration detection and linear control of binary 

mixtures concentration in a contactless mode using in-flow regime environment. Due to this flexibility, this system 

could be used for the beverage and chemistry industries, to perform measuring and controlling in line in small 

samples. Future perspectives include liquid spectroscopy in real time, sensing and following the chemical reactions 

in loco along the microchannels. 
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Fig.1 – Experimental setup. (a) Capillary tube integrated into a wave guide. 

(b) Syringe pumps and flow rate control. (c) Micromixer with blue dye color 

(ethanol), red dye color (in water) and purple as real liquid mixture along the 
microchannel. 
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Fig.2 - SubTHz sensor response versus ethanol concentration. 
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y=2.2e-8*x4+5.3e-6x3+5.2e-4*x-2.8e-3 

R-squared=1.0 


